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In this steamy novel from In this steamy novel from New York Times New York Times bestselling author Noelle Adams, a notorious tech mogul makes a mild-bestselling author Noelle Adams, a notorious tech mogul makes a mild-

mannered woman an offer she can’t refuse. What he gets is a battle for control—and a million-dollar affair.mannered woman an offer she can’t refuse. What he gets is a battle for control—and a million-dollar affair.

 

Eric Vincent isn’t in the habit of asking for help. As the founder of a lucrative sports videogame franchise, he’s

accustomed to getting his way and enjoying the fruits of his hard-earned success. Then all his illusions of dominance

are shattered by a skiing accident that leaves him hobbled, facing a string of surgeries and months of immobility.

The only way he’s going to survive is with someone by his side to anticipate his every desire. Someone who will

devote every waking second to his comfort. Someone like Julie Nelson . . .

 

Julie’s life revolves around other people: her students, her parents, her sister. But even she has her limits. Julie has

zero interest in playing personal assistant to Eric Vincent, a man who’s as arrogant as he is charismatic . . . until he

ups the salary to one million dollars for three months’ work. Soon Julie’s struggling to bite her tongue—and resist the

chemistry that draws her to Eric. But after one scorching kiss, Julie decides it’s finally her turn to be selfish. And this

time, she’s going to get what she wants.

Praise for Praise for Fooling AroundFooling Around
  
“This was one of those books I had a really hard time putting down. . . . The complete adorableness of the romance

hooked me.”—The Romance Factor—The Romance Factor
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“An enjoyable read with interesting characters . . . If you like brooding, billionaire alpha men with attitude to spare,

then check out Fooling Around.”—The Reading Cafe—The Reading Cafe

  

“This was a pretty quick read and it kept me hooked the whole time.”—Pages of Comfort—Pages of Comfort

  

“A fantastic book . . . sweet, sexy, emotional and just a pleasure to read!”—Jojo the Bookaholic—Jojo the Bookaholic

  

“Great storyline with a seamless plot . . . It can be heartwarming and heartbreaking all at the same time. But at the end

this story left me smiling.”—TDC Book Reviews—TDC Book Reviews

  

“A refreshing read . . . I enjoyed it very much.”—Jeri’s Book Attic—Jeri’s Book Attic

  

“Fooling Around by Noelle Adams is the first book that I have read from this author and it surely won’t be my last.

Ms. Noelle hits readers with a story that guts you emotionally.”—Four Chicks Flipping Pages—Four Chicks Flipping Pages

 

Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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